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Eric Conrad’s larger-than-life sculpture, The Dependent, juxtaposes two fabric figures in an embrace
that is as poignant as it is initially comical. Despite their considerable size — several feet taller and
with more robust limbs than your average NBA center — neither of the two figures appears able to
stay upright without using the other for support. Neither figure has any clear facial features, but they
are distinguishable from each other in several small ways. One has a hide of light tan carpet, wears
large striped tube socks on its feet, and has a large orange equine head with small fabric polyps
instead of eyes. The other is a uniform gray/olive color, with frayed threads in place of hands or feet,
its head thrust through the chest of its lighter colored counterpart. It’s an embrace that — if these
figures were made of blood and guts rather than steel and polymer — would be literally heartbreaking.
While the sheer size of The Dependent inspires an immediate reaction of bemusement, sympathy and
compassion, the viewer’s emotional response to the sculpture is shaped by subtle details in the artist’s
construction. The thick stitching at the joints suggests two individuals who are held together by a
thread (or many threads), while the loose strings dangling in several places indicate a torn and frayed
pair that’s falling apart even as they collapse into one another. Yet amid the visible codependency and
disintegration, the relationship between the figures is one of support; a fusion of selves so intimate it’s
almost embarrassing to witness. In that sense, The Dependent fits right into the motif of #Awkward,
the group exhibit in which it is presented. But in this case, that awkwardness is almost cathartic, the
totality of the embrace casting aside any pretenses of independence. In reaching across the gap
between two souls until they are literally fused (the title, after all, is singular), The Dependent
effectively obliterates the aloofness and uncertainty that often give rise to feelings of awkwardness. It’s
a powerful scene whose meanings are only magnified by its scale.

